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All linear and bilinear natural concomitants 
of vector valued differential forms 
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Abstract. We give an explicit description of all linear and bilinear operators, which map 
tangent bundle valued differential forms to themselves and are natural under local diffeo-
morphism. 
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Classification: 53A55 
The aim of this paper is to determine explicitly all linear and bilinear natural 
operators between vector valued differential forms. So for a smooth manifold M we 
consider the space of vector valued differential forms, 0(M; TM) = Q) Q,P(M; TM), 
where QP(M;TM) is defined to be the space of sections of the vector bundle 
APT*M <g) TM^ the p-th exterior power of the cotangent bundle tensorized with 
the tangent bundle of M. As this is a natural bundle a local diffeomorphism 
/ : M -> N induces a pullback operator / * - W(N;TN) -> Qp(M;TM). Now 
a k-linear natural concomitant of vector valued differential forms is defined to be 
a family of k-linear operators 
k 
AM : ]\nPi(M;TM) -> W(M;TM) 
t= i 
one for each smooth manifold M of dimension m, which satisfies the naturality 
condition: For any two manifolds M and N, each local diffeomorphism / : M —> N 
and all P, € QPi(N; TN) we have: 
-4M(rPi,...,rPib) = r(-4isr(Pi,...,Pik)). 
1. DETERMINATION OF MULTILINEAR NATURAL OPERATORS 
In this section we describe a method which can be used to determine all mul-
tilinear natural concomitants of vector valued differential forms, and (with minor 
changes) of sections of several other natural vector bundles. 
1.1. First of all each operator AM is easily seen to be local, and thus by a multilinear 
version of the Peetre theorem (see e.g. [C—dW—G], [SI] or [K—M-S]) it is of finite 
order over each compact subset. Since charts on M are just local diffeomorphisms 
from open subsets of Rm to M naturality implies that all operators AM are uniquely 
determined by the operator ARm and that the order of AM in an arbitrary point 
x € M is equal to the order of ARm in 0 G Rm. So we may restrict the consideration 
to some fixed finite order n. 
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1.2. Now an operator AM : n,*-=i &Pi(M; TM)'-> 0 r(M ; TM) of order n is induced 
by a vector bundle homomorphism AM : n*=i Jn(APiT*M®TM) -> A rT*M®TM, 
where J n denotes the n- th jet prolongation. In particular the operator ARm induces 
a k-linear map Ao • n i = i V% —• V, where V, denotes the fiber over 0 G Rm of the 
bundle Jn(A*»T*M®TM) and V denotes the fiber over zero of ArT*M®TM. We 
identify the fibers over zero with the standard fibers. 
Now Jn(ApiT*M 0 TM) is a natural vector bundle, and thus it determines a 
representation of the jet group G^1 := mvJ0
n(Rm, Rm) , the Lie group of invertible 
n-jets from Rm to Rm which map 0 to 0, on its standard fiber. Clearly this deter-
mines representations of G * + 1 on the standard fibers of all lower jet prolongations, 
too. This representations are described in detail later on. 
Theorem 1.3. There is a bijective correspondence between the set of all k-linear 
natural operators AM ' Tli-i Op,*(M;TM) —» Or(M;TM) of order n and the set of 
all G^f1-equivariant k-linear maps AQ : ^ = 1 Vi —> V. 
PROOF : This is a special case of a general theorem which describes the set of 
natural operators between natural bundles. A proof of this theorem can be found 
in [K-M-S] . • 
1.4. The first step to apply this theorem is to determine the possible orders of 
multilinear natural operators between vector valued differential forms. 
Proposition. If AM : X\*=l$l
Pi(M\TM) -> ftr(M;TM) is a k-linear natural 
operator, then AM is a differential operator homogeneous of total order r — Yi Pi + 
k — 1. In particular there is no nonzero such operator for r < Y^Pi ~ k. 
PROOF : This is an easy generalization of a result of [Mi]. • 
1.5. The standard fiber of the bundle Jn(APiT*M ® TM) is the vector space 
n L o ( A p , R m * ® R m ® SjRm*), where S* denotes the j - t h symmetric power, and 
thus the associated map to a k-linear natural operator of order n is: 
k n 
AQ : n ( ] I (
A P , " R m * ® Rm ® 5 ' R m * ) ) -> ArRm* ® Rm-
t = l ;z=0 
Prom homogeneity of A it follows that not all factors in this large product must be 
considered, but AQ splits into a sum AQ = £>i+...+jh=n An •••>*> *°
r ^ _ - m e a r maps 
k 
Ah.h : n ( A P < R m * ® Rm ® 5 i , R m *)) ~* ArRm* ® Rm-
i = l 
1.6. The action of the jet group. 
We now describe the representations of the jet group G^f1 on the standard fibers 
of the bundles J*(APT*M®TM) for £ < n, which come from the naturality of these 
bundles. The action of an element of G!L+1 can be described as follows: 
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For X € GJ5,+1 pick a representative, i.e. a diffeomorphism (p of Rm which maps 
0 to 0 and has n + l~jet X at 0. By naturality of the bundle Je(ApT*M ® TM) the 
diffeomorphism (p induces a vector bundle automorphism of J/(ApT*Rm ® TR m ) 
which covers <p and thus maps the fiber over 0 to itself. Now since the induced map 
on the standard fiber of A T * R m ® TRm depends only on the 1-jet of (p at 0, the 
induced maps on the standard fibers of J'(A*T*Rm ® TR m ) depend only on the 
£ -f 1-jet of <p at 0 and are thus independent of the choice of <p for £ <n. 
One easily verifies that this indeed defines representations of Gj}*1. 
This description of the representations shows two important facts: 
(1) The induced representations of the subgroup GL(m,R) are just the usual 
ones. 
(2) Considering the elements of the standard fibers as partial derivatives at 0 of 
the coordinate functions of vector valued differential forms on Rm , equivari-
ancy under the actions of Gm*
X is equivalent to equivariancy under the usual 
transformation laws for partial derivatives. 
1.7. For the actual determination of equivariant maps we use a method which was 
developed by I. Kolaf ([Ko]): Since GL(m,R) is a subgroup of Gjj^1 each Gjj* 1-
equivariant map must in particular be GL(m, R)-equivariant. So we take as an 
ansatz all GL(m, R)-equivariant maps and then check which of them are Gjj* 1-
equivariant, too. 
For the determination of all GL(m, R)-equivariant maps consider the following 
diagram: 
<g)*=1(A
PlRm* ® Rm ® S*RTO*) n''k> ArRm* ® Rm 
(&kixl(AltPi®Id®Symmii)\ \Altr®Id 
<8>ti(®PiRm*®Rm®<8)jinm*) tPn 3k) ®rRm*®Rm. 
Here Alt and Symm denote the alternator and the symmetrizer, i.e. the canonical 
projections from tensor powers to exterior and symmetric powers, respectively. 
Since the alternator and the symmetrizer are GL(m, R)-equivariant maps one 
easily sees that each GL(m, R)-equivariant map Ajl.,jk is given by applying a 
GL(m, R)-equi variant map <Pj\..jk an<^ taking the alternator of the result. 
1.8. By the classical theory of invariant tensors (see e.g. [D-C]) the vector space 
of all GL(m, R)-equivariant maps: Cgf**-1 Rm* ® Cg)*Rm -> ® r R m * ® Rm is 
generated by all kinds of permutations of the indices, all contractions and tensorizing 
with the identity I £ Rm* ® Rm = I ( R m , R m ) . So by (1.7) a generating system for 
all GL(m,R)-equivariant maps Ajlm,.jk is given by alternating these generators. 
But we do not have to consider all these generators since by antisymmetry of 
the alternator permutations of the indices give rise to linearly dependent maps. 
Moreover if we perform contractions it makes no difference to contract an index 
into different indices of one "group" ®-*»'Rm* or ®*Rm*, since there the expression 
is antisymmetric respectively symmetric. Finally as there is just one factor Rm on 
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the right hand side we have just two possibilities for the number of contractions: 
Either we perform k — 1 contractions, or we perform k contractions and tensorize 
with the identity. 
1.9. So we proceed as follows: As an ansatz for AQ we take a linear combination of 
all generators for GL(m,R)-equivariant maps Ajl...jk as described above. This can 
be viewed as the coordinate expression at 0 € Rm of a k-linear operator between 
vector valued differential forms. Now we compute the action of a general element 
of 6rJJj+1 on this expression and get a system of linear equations in the coefficients 
of the generators which is equivalent to equivariancy of AQ . 
1.10. Using the description of the generators in (1.8) we can now compute an upper 
bound for the possible order of k-linear natural operators between vector valued 
differential forms. This is simply due to the fact that if in one of the terms 5J* Rm* 
at least two indices remain free (i.e. uncontracted), then the whole expression 
is symmetric in these two indices and thus becomes zero after application of the 
alternator. So to get a nonzero GL(m, R)-equivariant map there may only survive 
k indices from these terms (one for each of them). On the other hand we cannot 
contract more than k indices and thus the number of indices in all terms SJi Rm* 
which is equal to the order of the operator must be less or equal to 2k. 
2 rpH E TRANSFORMATION LAWS FOR PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
OF VECTOR VALUED DIFFERENTIAL FORMS 
2.1. As we will see later on we will need at most 3-jets of vector valued differ-
ential forms, and thus at most the action of Gm. To get the usual form for this 
transformation laws we interpret a diffeomorphism representing an element of Gm 
as a change of coordinates from a system {x*} to a system {x%}. For coordinate 
expressions we will always use Einstein sum convention. 
An element of Gm has a canonical representative, the Taylor polynomial up to 
order 4. In coordinates this is just given by: 
-'' = !§f(oy + £si^r(0)*'** + haMa?^***^ 
+ 4! dx*dxkdxldxm WX * * * == 
=: A)x> + £#}**'** + | r q * ^ * V + ±D)kimx*x
kxtx™. 
We will denote this jet by (AJ, |[-B]fc, ^C^kii ^D)ktm). We will also need the inverse 
of such a jet, which will be denoted by (.A}, ^Bj*, $iCjki, 4fDjWm). 
2.2. First we need the transformation laws for vector valued differential forms. 
We write lower case greek letters for groups of free form indices. Then using the 
notation introduced above the transformation law reads as: 
Pj, = P}pA)Ai, where Ai := A%\... A%. 
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To get the transformation laws for partial derivatives one has to differentiate this 
equation partially. For first order partial derivatives this gives: 
H,k = Pi,tAkA)Ai + P'pAiBijAi + P'ffA)Ai>k, where 
< * := &(tt) = tA^---AilZ\BtA:X\---Ak-
tt=l 
For second order partial derivatives we get: 
KM =Pi.tA'tA
t
kA)Ai + P'0ttBltA)Ai + PltAkA'tB).Ai + P^A^Ai^ 
+P'fit.A\A\BijAi + P'^UBijAi + P ^ I ^ I f + P^B^Ai^ 
+PJ,ttA\A)Aitk + P^BijA^ + PiA)Aitkt, with 
P 
^a,kt :=: dFvA*,*) = 2LJ ^«i * * * ^««n *'' ^a'p "*" 
tt=l 
+ Y,Ai\...B^...Bk„...Aa>r. 
We do not need the transformation law for third order partial derivatives in full 
generality, but only in the special case when Bjk = Bjk = 0. In this case we get: 





+P'0ttAkA)Aittm + P>t,A'tAlAmCrtjAi + P't rAmAkA'tC',tjAi+ 




 : = di^(^a,kt) — Z^j Aa\ . . . Dfc/m0u • • • Aa*p. 
t » = l 
2.3. Next we have to express the inverse jet (A, 2?, C7, Z)) in terms of the jet 
(A,£,C,-D). Clearly A is the inverse matrix to A and thus AJA* = £J, the Kro-
necker delta. Iterated partial differentiation of this equation gives 
0 = BikA) + AiA'kB
t.j 
0 = CiuA) + BUAlBlj + BUAiBlj + AlB'uBlj + AJiJIJoL.,, 
The formula for D is again only interesting for us in the special case Bjk — B
%zk = 0. 
In this case we get: 
0 = DitkmA) + A\A'kA
r
tAmD)r.u. 
2.4. In (1.9) we saw that we need the transformation laws to decide whether a 
GL(m, R)-equivariant map is G^-equivariant, too. So without loss of generality we 
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may always assume that A is the identity matrix. This simplifies the transformation 
laws. We will simplify the situation more by checking equivariancy for certain 
subsets of Gm separately. Therefore we define the following subsets of Gm: 
Gm : = {(A, B, C, D) e G*m : A) = 6), C)kt = D)ktm = 0 Vi,j, k, t, m} 
G3m : = {(A,B,C,D) e Gm : A) = 6),B)k = D)ktm = 0 V.\j,*,e,m} 
Gm : = {(A, B, C, D) 6 G*m : A) = 6), B)k = C)kt = 0 V», j , k, £}. 
Easy computations show that for elements of these subsets the transformation laws 
are given as follows: 
Proposition 2.5. For (£},#}*, 0,0) € Gm we have B)k = ~B)k and C)ki = 
B)tBki -f BktB)t -F BitB)k, and the transformation laws are: 
a) Pi=pi 
p 
( 2 ) Pafk = Pa,k +
PiBjk - 2mm,Pal...au„ltau+l...apBkau 
tt=l 
piM =piM - pi,tBU+pitkB)t+piitB)k - p£B)tBit-
p p 




v ' "" / ^*a\...au~\taU4.\.>.aB**ik"iau "~~ 2 ^
 ai.-att_itau+\...ap**ji"kau + 
«=1 a = l 
P P 
+ 2 - / <*i • • « « - i*ortt+1 ...apBk»Biau + 2_v « ! • • « « - I * « « + I - « P ' « ° * « « + 
t i = l 
+ / ,-Pât...aц.-i<aU4.i...a-> ^шau^ki + 2-r ^ i •••< . « . . a p ^ * a t t ^ / a v ' 
« = 1 tt-/v 
Propoíjiiíoц 2.6. For (íj,0,Cjм,0) € Gm we Äat;e Bj^ = 0, ć?jw = -C)кi and 
D)kim ŝ 0; aлa* tàe transformation laws are: 
(-) '"' P;=PІ 
(2) Il* = It* 
p 
(3) â̂,W = ^a,*/ + ҢC)кi - 2 ^ -
Pa1...att̂ 1tatt4.1...aI,C
řWatt 
t i = l 
^ki* ^"Mm ~ Pafìkim + ^atk^)iш + -Pa,/^j*m + Pí.mЩki" 
P P 
(4) ^ V 4 P« Г* - V^ P» Г»* -
v ' / / a i . . . a t t - i t a t t ^ i . . . a „ t W m a t t / j
л a i . . . a м . i t a t l 4 . i . . . a . , P l . m o и tt=l tt=l 
I» 
- V p« r* 
/ .. " ra 1...a u._ 1ta t t + i...a l,,m
v- /Wa t t 
tt=l 
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Propos i t ion 2.7. For (£ j ,0 ,0 ,D j W m ) € Gm we have B)k = 0, C)ht = 0 and 





2.8. Until now we neither used the fact, that the terms we consider have antisym-
metric as well as symmetric indices, nor that we will apply the alternator, which 
acts on all free lower indices. In several situations these facts simplify the trans-
formation laws again. As an example take formula (2.7)(4): Rom antisymmetry 
of the alternator and symmetry in the lower indices of D one easily concludes that 
all terms in the sum for which au is free become equal and if moreover one of the 
derivation indices k, £, m is free they all vanish. 
We will use all simplifications later on without reference. 
3. LINEAR AND BILINEAR NATURAL CONCOMITANTS 
OF VECTOR VALUED DIFFERENTIAL FORMS 
3 .1 . To formulate our results we have to define several operators which act on vector 
valued differential forms. Since all operators we are going to use are local and each 
form P € 0J>(M; TM) can be written locally as a finite sum of decomposable forms 
<p<S>X where <p £ £lp(M) is an ordinary p-form and X 6 X(M) is a vector field we 
define all operators only on decomposable forms and require that they are linearly 
respectively bilinearly extended. 
Definition 3.2. 
(1) The Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket: 
[ , ] : $lp(M; TM) x 0<(M; TM) -> ft*+*(M; TM). 
For <p G ft'(M), j> € O(M) and K, Y € X(M) it is given by: 
[</><8>X,V>®F]=9A^<8>[K^^ 
+ (-l)p(d<p A i(X)(i>) <8> Y + i(Y)(<p) A <f t/> <8> X). 
For a more algebraic definition and the properties of this bracket see [Mi]. 
(2) The insertion operator: 
i: Qp(M;TM) x W(M;TM) -> Q,P^-X(M;TM) defined by 
i(<p <8> X)(%l> <8> Y) = <p A i(X)(i/>) <8> Y. Here i(X) denotes the usual insertion 
operator for vector fields. Note that this definition makes also sense with an 
arbitrary vector bundle valued differential form in the second position. 
(3) The contraction C : ilp(M;TM) -> QP"1(M), defined by C(<p <8> X) = 
i(X)(<p). 
(4) The symmetric contraction 5 : QP(M;TM) x W(M;TM) -> QP+«~2(M) 
defined by S(<p <8> K, t/> <8> Y) = i(Y)(<p) A i(X)(t/>). 
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3 .3 . All these operators are natural under local diffeomorphisms. For the Frolicher-
Nijenhuis bracket this is shown in [Mi] and for the other operators it is easily 
verified. 
Moreover we use that 0 ( M ; TM) is a graded module over the graded commutative 
algebra H(M) under the action <p A (%j> <g> X) = (y>At/>)0X, linearly extended. 
By I we denote the identity MTM, viewed as an element of 0 1 ( M ; TM), and by 
d we denote the exterior derivative of differential forms. 
3.4. Let us now start with the determination of all linear natural concomitants 
of vector valued differential forms. So we are looking for natural operators AM -
Q,p(M; TM) -* 0 r ( M ; TM). By (1.4) and (1.10) these operators have to be of order 
0, 1 or 2 and this corresponds to the cases r = p, p F 1 and p F 2, respectively. Let 
us start with the algebraic case r = p. 
Theorem 3.5. 
(1) Ifdim(M) = 0 or m := dim(M) < p, then there is no nonzero natural linear 
operator A : QP(M; TM) -+ QP(M; TM). 
(2) Ifp = 0 and hence £lp(M;TM) = X(M) and m > 1 or if p>\ and m = p, 
then each linear natural operator on Q,P(M; TM) is a scalar multiple of the 
identity. 
(3) If p > 1 and dim(M) > p, then the natural linear operators on QP(M; TM) 
form a two dimensional vector space, linearly generated by the identity and 
C(P)M. 
PROOF : (1) is clear, since QP(M; TM) = 0 in this case. 
Clearly the identity and P »-* C(P) A I are indeed natural, and inserting special 
forms one immediately sees that for p > 1, m > p they are linearly independent, 
while for p > 1, m = p one has C(P) A I = ( - l ^ P . 
Thus we only have to show that there cannot be more linear natural operators. 
According to (1.3) and (1.5) we can do this by determining all GL(m, R)-equivariant 
maps A0 : A
pRm* ®Rm —• A^R"1* <g>Rm. By (1.8) all these maps are linear combina-
tions of the identity and of maps obtained by performing one contraction, tensorizing 
with I and then alternating the result. Thus _40 must be of the form: 
(MP))L..«,=°rL.»,+<>PZai...a,-A 
(Alternation is not explicitly indicated.) But these are (up to a sign) the coordinate 
expressions of P and C(P) A I. Moreover it is clear, that for p = 0 only the first 
term makes sense. • 
Remark. In the sequel we will write expressions like P%ai_a __t Sa as P^aS\, since 
it is always clear what the values of a and I must be. 
3.6. Next we consider the case r = p + l and hence A homogeneous of order 1. 
Theorem. 
(1) If p = 0 or m := dim(M) < p, then there is no nonzero linear natural 
operator A : ft*(M; TM) -* W+*(M; TM). 
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(2) If p>\ and m > j>+1, then each natural linear operator A : QP(M; TM) —• 
QH-i(M;TM) M a scalar multiple of dC(P) A I. 
PROOF : From (3.3) it is clear that P i-+ dC(P) A I is indeed natural and it is 
easily seen not to be identically zero if p > 1 and m > p + 1. 
To prove that there are not more linear natural operators we determine all t r m -
equivariant maps A0 : A*R
m* <g>Rm ®Rm* -> A*+1Rm* <g)Rm. According to (1.9) we 
start with GL(m7 R)-equivariant maps, and then check, which linear combinations 
of them are Gm--equivariant, too. By (1.8) these maps can be obtained either 
by simply alternating, or by performing one contraction, tensorizing with I and 
then alternating. There are two possibilities to perform one contraction: We may 
contract the upper index either into a form index (without loss of generality into 
the first one), or into the derivation index. Thus we must have: 
(*) A(P)\ = aPa>k + bP^afi + cPZm6}. 
(Alternation is not explicitly indicated.) 
Now we check, which values of a, b and c give rise to Gm equivariant maps. Thus 
we need the transformation laws (1) and (2) of Proposition (2.5). From these we 
see immediately that the left hand side of (*) is Gm invariant, i.e. A(P) = A(P)lr, 
and thus equivariancy is equivalent to A(P)lr = A(P)
%
1. Now we have: 
A(P)V =a(Pa>k + PaB)k) + bP^fi+ 
+ <P£m6\ + P>aB?m6\ - pPZBL.fi) 
and thus equivariancy is equivalent to: 
(**) 0 = aPaB)k + cP>aB?m6\ - cPPZBmafi 
while the parameter b remains free. The right hand side of this equation represents 
a bilinear map: 
ApRm* (8) Rm x 52Rm* <g> Rm -> A*+1Rm* 0 Rm. 
Now one has to discuss equation (**) for the different values of p and m: 
First for p = 0 the term corresponding to b in (*) as well as the last term in (**) 
does not occur. For m > 1 equation (**) immediately implies a = c = 0, while for 
m = 1 it only gives c = —a. But in this case the maps corresponding to a and c are 
linearly dependent and c = —a gives the zero map. So the first part of the theorem 
is proved. 
Next f o r p > l , m > p - f - l and for p = 1, m > 2 equation (**) again leads to 
a = c = 0, while for p = 1, m = 2 one has to show that the maps in the ansatz (*) 
become linearly dependent and then deduces that there is only one free parameter. 
So for p > 1, m > p -h 1 we have in any case exactly one free parameter 6, and 
thus the dimension of the vector space of natural operators is at most one, and the 
proof is complete. • 
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Theorem 3.7. There is no nonzero natural linear operator: 
A : W(M;TM) -> QP+2(M;TM). 
PROOF : We show, that there is no nonzero Gm equivariant linear map 
A0 : A*R
m* ® Rm ® 52Rm* - A*+2Rm* ® Rm. 
In this case P has two derivation indices, and from (1.10) we know that due to 
symmetry at most one of them may be free if the resulting map is nonzero. Thus 
there is only one possibility to get a nonzero GL(m, R) equivariant map, namely to 
contract the upper index of P into one of the derivation indices, tensorize with I 
and then alternate the result. So we must have: 
(*) A(P)i1 = aP^kmS
i
t. 
Now we check, whether this is Gm equivariant. Thus we need the transformation 
laws (1) and (3) of Proposition (2.6). The left hand side of (*) is Gm invariant, and 
the first term of (2.6)(3) reproduces the original map. So equivariancy is equivalent 
to 0 = aP3aCfkm, and thus clearly to a = 0. • 
3.8. Let us now turn to the bilinear case. We are looking for bilinear natural 
operators 
AM : np(M;TM) x Qq(M;TM) -> Qr(M;TM). 
By (1.10) AM must be homogeneous of total order between 0 and 4, corresponding 
to r = p + q — 1 , . . . , p + g + 3. Again we start with the case of algebraic operators, 
i.e. r = p-J- q — 1. 
Theorem 3.9. 
(1) If p = q = 0 or m := dim(M) < p + q — 1, then there is no nonzero bilinear 
natural operator UP(M;TM) x W(M;TM) -> QP+*-\M\TM) 
(2) For all other values ofp, q and m these operators form a vector space linearly 
generated by the following eight operators: 
S(P, Q) A I, C(P) A C(Q) A I, i(P)(C(Q)) A I, i(Q)(C(P)) A I, C(P) A Q, 
C(Q)AP,i(P)(Q)andi(Q)(P). 
Moreover t /p , # > 2 and m > p + q, then these operators form a basis, i.e. 
are linearly independent. 
PROOF : (1) is trivial. 
(2): From (3,3) it follows that the operators under consideration are indeed natural, 
and inserting special forms one shows that they are linearly independent if p, q > 2 
and m > p + q. 
To show that these operators form a generating system we determine all GL(m, R)-
equivariant linear maps 
Ao : A*Rm* ® Rw ® A«RW* ® Rw -> A- ,+*"1Rw* ® Rm . 
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From (1.8) we know, that these maps are generated by maps obtained by performing 
one contraction and then alternating the result, or by performing two contractions, 
tensorizing with I and then alternating the result. Clearly we have four possibilities 
to perform one contraction ( P into P , P into Q, Q into P and Q into Q), and four 
possibilities to perform two contractions (both into P , both into Q, each into itself 
and P into Q and Q into P ) . So we have eight generators, and they are immediately 
seen to be (up to signs) the coordinate expressions of the operators listed in the 
theorem. • 
3.10. Now we turn to the (probably most interesting) case r = p + q and hence 
operators homogeneous of total order one. In this case several results were already 
known: For p = q = r = 0 and hence A : X(M) x X(M) —• X(M) unicity of the Lie 
bracket was proved by D. Krupka and V. Mikolasova ([Kr-M]), S. van Strien ([vS]) 
and in a stronger (infinitesimal) sense by M. de Wilde and P. Lecomte ([dW-L]). 
The general result for p, q > 2 and dim(M) > p + q + 2 was proved by I. Kolaf and 
P. Michor ([K-M]). 
Theorem. 
(1) If m := dim(M) = 0 or m <p + q then there is no nonzero bilinear natural 
operator Q?(M',TM) x W(M;TM) -+ W+*(M;TM) 
(2) If m > p + q then the these operators form a vector space linearly generated 
by the following ten operators: 
[P, Q], dC(P) A Q, dC(Q) A P, dC(P) A C(Q) A I, C(P) A dC(Q) A I, 
i(P)(dC(Q)) A I, i(Q)(dC(P)) A1, d(i(P)(C(Q))) A1, d(i(Q)(C(P))) A I and 
dS(P,Q)Al. 
These operators form a basis if p,q>2 and m > p + q -f 1. 
(3) For all values of p and q, if m > p-\- q + I, then a basis is given by those 
operators from the list above, that make sense for a p-form P and a q~form 
Q. 
(4) Ifm = p + q, then a basis for each value of p and q is given in the list below: 
p q basis 
0 1 [P,Q] 
0 > 2 [P,Q],dC(Q)AP 
1 1 [P,Q],dC(P)AQ,dC(Q)AP,dC(P)AC(Q)A\, 
C(P) A dC(Q) A I 
1 > 2 [P,Q],dC(P)AQ,dC(Q)AP,dC(P)AC(Q)A\, 
C(P) A dC(Q) A \,d(i(P)(C(Q))) A I 
> 2 > 2 [P,Q], dC(P) A Q, dC(Q) A P, dC(P) A C(Q) A I, 
C(P) A dC(Q) A \,d(i(P)(C(Q))) A \,d(i(Q)(C(P))) A I. 
PROOF : (1) is trivial. 
All linear independence results can be proved by inserting special elements. 
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For the rest we only consider the case p,q > 2 and indicate how to prove the 
remaining cases. This case was treated with the method we use in [K—M]. It is 
shown there that the ansatz is: 
MP,Q)\ =^Pma,kQ
nn0S\ + bPT,mQlfift + cPZkQZmff^ 
+dPm
t









fi+iPZmOfl + u»*kQL,+ 







nfi,k6i + BP^QlA + CPZnaQlk6\+ 
+DP?QZm/},k6i + EPfQ^Ji + FPZ.QUA+ 
+GP?Ql,,mSi + HPZQlm6i+ 
+IPaQn0,k + JPiQln + KPLQU + 
+LP„naQP,k + MP?Qml),k + NP?Q%m. 
(Alternation is not explicitly indicated, 8\ is the coordinate expression of I and lower 
case greek letters represent different groups of free form indices, whose actual values 
in each term are clear from the context.) 
It is then shown there, that for m > p+q + l (r^-equivariancy of AQ is equivalent 
to: 6 = e = fc = j = i? = m = .B = .E = H = J = It = M = 0. 
a, c, / , 0, t, n, A, C, G, I are ten free parameters, which determine all other parame-
ters uniquely by the following equations: 
d = (-ir-l(p-\)g + (-iyC, k = -qn 
D = (-l)*c + (-l)f"*(« - 1)G, F = (~1)*~7 K = (-ljH-f-ipn, N = _ n . 
A detailed analysis of the equations derived in [K—M] shows that this continues to 
hold for m = p + q + 1. 
Thus the dimension of the vector space of bilinear natural operators is at most 
ten, and the theorem holds in this case. 
Moreover the free parameters listed above correspond (up to signs) directly to 
the operators listed in the theorem as follows: 
a «-> dC(P) A C(Q) A I, c «-• d(i(P)(C(Q))) A I , / «-> dS(P, Q) A I, 
g~i(Q)(dC(P))A\ , i~dC(P)AQ, n~[P,Q), 
A «-> C(P) A dC(Q) A I, C «-> d(i(Q)(C(P))) A I, G «-> i(P)(dC(Q)) A I, 
I*-*dC(Q)AP. 
This is easily verified by calculating the coordinate expressions of the operators. • 
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Remark. In [K-M] the generator dS(P, Q) A I was replaced by dC(i(P)(Q)) A I. 
A short computation shows that these two operators are related as: 
dC(i(P)(Q)) A I = dS(P,Q) A I + (-l)'+1d(i(P)(C(Q))) A I. 
I chose dS(P, Q) A I here since it corresponds directly to the parameter / . 
3.11. Let us next discuss the case p, q > 2, m = p + q. 
Lemma. In this case the following equations hold: 
(i) pzmQz,6i = (-ly-'p^kQ^A+Pa,kQnm^t+(-ly-'p^Qn? 
(2) p„mm<?> = (-ly-tpz^oi+pZkOin, 
(3) p?a,mQW = (-ly-'p^QiA+(-vr
t-1p?,mQiP 
(4) PZ.,nW = P^kQn^i + (-l)PPZna,kQnA + ( " l ) ^ , * ^ 
(5) PZnQl^t = (-iy-1PZ.,nQn^t + (-iy-1PL.nQ} 
(6) PZ,kQnmA = (-ly-'P^nQU^ + ^y-'P^kQln.^ + ^ i r ^ P ^ Q ^ 
(7) PL,kQnp = (-i)pPa,kQn„ + (-ly-'H.nQ}-
PROOF : All these equations can be proved by inserting basis elements for P. For 
<p := dx1 A • • -Adxp G Q,p(Rm) it suffices to consider the basis elements y?(g> ̂ fr ®dxl, 
<f®-£t®dx\ ipQ^JL^todx1, ^®^®dxp+l,ip®j^®dxp^lmiAip^-B^®dx
p-¥l 
for P, since any other basis element can be brought to one of these forms by simply 
renumbering the coordinates. Inserting each of these elements into the equations 
one then computes directly that they hold for arbitrary basis elements inserted 
for Q. m 
3.12. Looking at the ansatz (*) in (3.10) we see that Lemma (3.11) implies that all 
maps in it, which correspond to lower case letters are linearly generated by those 
which correspond to the parameters a, c, d, t, k, / and n. Clearly similar equations 
hold for the maps in which Q is differentiated, and thus we may reduce the ansatz 
to: 
MP, Q)\ ^P^kQlA + cP^kQlmA + dPnnna,kQW+ 
+«£.,*<# + *P%kQU + tPi,kQZ0 + nP«tnQ
n0+ 




+IP*Qnn0,k + KPLQlk + LPSaQh + NP?Qbm-
But now repeating the computations of [K-M] it is quite easy to show that for 
m = p + q GJ,-equivariancy of Ao -S equivalent to: £ = L = 0, 
a, c, i, n, Ay C and J are seven free parameters, which determine all other parameters 
uniquely by the equations: 
d = (-1)*C, k = ~^n, D = ( - l ) ' c , K = ( - l ) - i + f - ipn f N = - n . 
Thus Theorem (3.10) continues to hold in this case. 
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3.13. To finish the discussion of Theorem (3.10) we indicate how to prove the 
remaining cases: 
First one takes those maps from (3.10)(*), that make sense for p- and g-forms. 
Then i f r a > p + g + 2 the proof is like for p, q > 2, ra > p + q + 1 . If ra = p + q + 1 , 
then one shows, that two maps in Ao can be expressed as a linear combination 
of the other ones. Eliminating these maps the proof works as before. Finally for 
m = p + q one shows, that one may eliminate several maps from (3.10)(*), and then 
again the proof works. 
3.14. Next we consider second order bilinear operators, i.e. the case r = p + q + 1 . 
From now on all results seem to be new. 
Theorem. 
(1) If p = q = 0 or m := dim(M) < p + q + 1, then there is no nonzero bilinear 
natural operator A : W(M;TM) x W(M;TM) -> Q-5+«+1(M;TM). 
(2) For all other values ofp, q and m these operators form a vector space, linearly 
generated by the operators 
<K7(P)AdC(0)Al, d(i(P)(dC(Q)))A\ and d(i(Q)(dC(P))) AI 
and these three operators form a basis if p,q>l (and m>p + q + l). 
(3) If p = 0, q > 1 and m > q + 1, then each bilinear natural operator 
A : X(M) x W(M; TM) -> Qq+1(M; TM) 
is a scalar multiple of d(i(P)(dC(Q))) A I. 
PROOF : Naturality of the operators occurring in the theorem follows from (3.3), 
and they are easily seen to be linearly independent for p,q>l and m > p + q + 1 
by inserting special elements for P and Q. 
To show that there are not more bilinear natural operators we determine all Gm 
equivariant maps A = A20 + -4ii + A02, where 
A20 : A
pRm* <8> Rm ® 52Rm* ® A*Rm* <g> Rm -4 A*+«+1Rm* <g> Rm 
An : A
pRm* <g> Rm <g> Rm* <g> A?Rm* <g> Rm ® Rm* - • A|,+«+1Rm* <8> Rm 
A02 : A"R
m* ® Rm ® A'Rm* <g> Rm ® S2Rm* -4 Ap+*+1Rm* ® Rm 
are linear. We do this only for the case p,q > 2 and indicate how to treat the 
remaining cases. As before we take all GL(m,R) equivariant maps as an ansatz, 
and these are generated by all maps obtained by performing one contraction and 
alternating the result, or by performing two contractions, tensorizing with I and 
then alternating. 
Let us first consider A20: Here the first form has two (symmetric) derivation 
indices, and to get a nonzero map at least one of them must be contracted (c.f. 
(1.10)). Thus we have only two possibilities to perform one contraction and five 
possibilities to perform two contractions. This gives a seven parameter family for 
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A20 (lower case letters in the list below). Similarly we get a seven parameter family 
for A02 (upper case letters in the list below). 
Now consider A\\: Since there are four groups of lower indices, we clearly have 
eight possibilities to perform one contraction (upper case letters with tildes in the 
list below). If we want to perform two contractions, the situation is as follows: 
We have four possibilities to contract the first upper index. If it is contracted into 
a form index, we have four possibilities to contract the second upper index (since 
P- 0 > 2), but if it is contracted into a derivation index, there remain only three 
possibilities for the second upper index. Thus we have 14 possibilities to perform 
two contractions (lower case letters with tildes in the list below). So we get the 
ansatz: 
A(P, Q)t, =aPZ,tkmQ













nA + iPZcnQUi + tP^kQnpA + dP„na,kQUi+ 
+ZPZMA + fPa,mQli>A+9Pa,mQ
nA+ 
+"hPZ,kQnm0A + 'iP^nQUA + 'jP^kQlmfiA + kPa,kQm0,Ji+ 
(*) +iPZ,kQn,m&i + nPZnQXA + ft-W.U,«.3+ 
+AP^a,kQ),,r + BPZMs + CP^QUr + bPZkQ^ 








n,mA + FPLQlnr + GP-Q
{
$,mr. 
As before alternation is not explicitly indicated. • 
3.15. We start checking equivariancy with Gm. Thus we need the transformation 
laws (1), (2) and (3) of Proposition (2.6). 
From these one immediately sees that the right hand side of (3.14)(*) as well 
as the whole map An is G*,-invariant. Then one computes that equivariancy is 
equivalent to: 
0 =«(PLCfkm - PZCimn)Q}6i+ 
+KPiCfmn -pPa
ntCtmnaf)Q}6i+ 



















+FPaQ>,c?nr + GPa™Qiqrar. 
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The right hand side of this equation represents a trilinear map: 
A*Rm* 0 Rm x 53Rm* 0 Rm x A*Rm* 0 Rm -> Ap+?+1Rm* <g> Rm. 
Now one uses antisymmetry in the free lower indices to bring all terms into a 
standard form and gets the following maps and coefficients: 
PLC?kmQ}6i : a 
PZClmnQVi : - a + (-l)"pb + (-l) 'JS 
HCTmnQW- b+B 
PiCfkmQnA •• C 
(*) PiCfknQm?6i:t+ (-!)" A-qB 
PaCfnrQLA ^-l)*"1 A 
PZaCJ-rOfa •• WC 
picrkmQ
{
0 •• f 
PaC)knQ
n: * + (--)*<? 
PaCfnrQi = W F 
Next inserting special elements for P, Q and C one proves that for p, q > 1 and 
m > p -f q + 2 the maps listed above are linearly independent as trilinear maps, and 
thus (5^-equivariancy is equivalent to all coefficients listed in (*) being zero and 
thus to: 
a = c = / = A = C = F = 0, e = -qb, B = -6 , E = ( - l J ' + i + V and 
G = (—l)q~~lg, while the parameters 6, #, d and D and all parameters corresponding 
to maps from An remain free. 
3.16. Now we check, which G^-equivariant maps are (5^-equivariant, too. Thus 
we need the transformation laws (1), (2) and (3) of Proposition (2.5). Using these 
we get: 
A(P,Q)\ = 

















+d(PZ>,kn ~ PZ,,tBL ~ (P ~ ^)Pnnat,kB
tnaP)Q
n06i+ 
+<Pa,kn - Pa,tBin + <*-?," + H,-BJ_ - P i ^ L " P ^ . ^ L , " 














fi,r + Qfiв?r)бi+ 





ß,« + Qfiвjn - qQ
n
ßtвnfit)бi+ 
+KP«a,m + PĹвŢm - PГaв*mn - (P - i Љ - ï U X Q л r + W Í + 
+f(Pa










n,m + PІBŢm - PPZBI^Ж^ + QiџBЪ - qQ
n
fiiвnfit)si+ 
+HPZ,k + PLBŢk - PZBІn)(Q
n
mß,r + Qifiв?r - Q7fiвlr)бi+ 
+'(Pa,« + PІBŢ« - PPZBL^QI^ + QІ,fiB
n













n - Q?fiBmn -(q- l)QmßtBnßttâ+ 




m - <.Q2.вro/J,Ж+ 












fi<r + QІfiB)r)+ 
+B(Pa
n
<m + PІBŢm - pP0





<k + PІBŢMmfitГ + QІfiB)r - Q\ßB*mr)+ 
+Ď(Pa
n
<k + PІBЦШ^ + QifiB)m - 9Q>ťßm / 9,)+ 
+ (Pna<k + PnaB)k - PLвìn)(Q
n
fi<r + Qifiв?r)+ 











+ßI'ЛQ^m„ + Q І Æ - QipBţв^ - qQnßt>mвnßt - qQ
П
fit,nBmfi-

















- qQît.rBlo, - qQ^Bl^ + ?Q;?.ßr,-?m„,+ 
+ qQnßtB\fiвmr)бi+ 
+GPa
n(Qß,mr - Q> ) (ßror + Q j , m ß j r + Qiß,rB)m - QißB)tBmr-
- qQßt,r
Bt
mfit - qQfitB)rBmfit + qQ'fitBr,Bmfit + qQ^B^B^). 
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Since the left hand side of the ansatz (*) of (3.14) is G^ invariant, G^ equivariancy 
is equivalent to A(P, Q)y = A(Py Q)\. Moreover the first terms (respectively the 
products of the first terms of each bracket) reproduce the original map (3.14)(*), 
and thus equivariancy is equivalent to the rest being zero. This is again a linear 
combination of maps, but this time there are three essentially different types of 
maps: First there are trilinear maps: 
ApRm* ® Rm ® Rm* x 52Rm* ® Rm x A*Rm* ® Rm -> A'+*+1Rm* ® Rm 
(those in which P has a derivation index). Second there are trilinear maps: 
A*Rm* ® Rm x 52Rm* ® Rm x A*Rm* ® Rm ® Rm* - • A*+*+1Rm* ® Rm 
(those in which Q has a derivation index), and finally there are maps: 
ApRm* ® Rm x 52Rm* ® Rm x A*Rm* ® Rm -> A*+*+1Rm* ® Rm 
which are linear in the first and third factor and quadratic in the second factor. 
Since the value of a vector valued differential form at zero and the values of its 
partial derivatives at zero can be chosen independently, we may split the equation 
into three parts, corresponding to these three types of maps. 
3.17. Let us first consider the maps, in which P has a derivation index. Using 
antisymmetry in the free lower indices we bring all terms into a standard form and 
use the fact that the free lower indices must be the same in each term. Then we 
get the equation 
0 = bPinB?mQ»6\ + ••• + (-l)"qHPa>kBnfiiQ
n
t 
with the following maps and coefficients: 
P'a,nBTmQ
n6\: b 
PZ.mBn^QW: -p6+(- l )H-f - ig 
Pat,nBmarQfi6\ : -pb 
P^a,tB[nQ}6\: -d + {-iyl 
^,*-»U w <p - W+(~1)H",a (*) 
pZtBLQifiSi-- -e+i-iy-n 
PL,kBTnQnmP6\: e-~k 









t6\ : ( - l ) V 
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P - n B ; m Q ^ | : m 
Pi,,BLQn- -9 + (~l)qF 
PL,kB)nQn- 9 + D 
Pl,nB)kQn •• 9 
PL,kBnarQ
n: pg + W+^E 
Pma,kB)rQ
j









fit : (-l)«qH. 
The signs in the term marked with (*) are due to the fact, that in d the expression 
Pmat^Bna corresponds to the form dxaAdxa> Adxk and not to dxa Adxk Adxa' .This 
argument applies to several other terms containing factors from A20 or A02 > too. 
Inserting special forms for P, Q and B one then shows that for m > p + q + 2 
this implies that all coefficients in the above list have to be zero. 
Similar computations show that considering the terms in which Q has a derivation 
index one gets the equations: 
f = G = a + (-iy(p-l)b = ]-(q-l)D = n + (-iyD = 0 
and from the last kind of maps one gets: 
a + (-l)p(p -1)1 = ] + (-l)9(q - l)n = 0. 
3.18. Thus for p, q > 2, rn > p+q +1 equivariancy under Gm and Gm is equivalent 
to: a = b = c = e = f = g = d = e = f = g = h = i = k = £ = rh = A = B = C = 
f) = E = F = G = H = A = B = C = E = F = G = 0, 
d, D and c are three independent free parameters,which determine all other param-
eters uniquely by the equations: 
a = (_l)H-«-i(p - l)d, 6 = (-l)qd, ] = (q - 1)D and h = (-ly^D. 
Thus there can be at most three linearly independent bilinear natural operators 
in this case and Theorem (3.14) holds. 
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3.19. To finish the discussion of Theorem (3.14) we indicate how to prove the 
theorem in the remaining cases: 
For p,q > 2 and m = p + q -f 1 one shows that the maps in the ansatz (*) of 
(3.14) become linearly dependent and that one may eliminate ten of them and still 
has a generating system. Then it is easy to see that the proof works as before. 
The whole proof works as before if p > 2 or g > 2 o r m > p + g + 3 simply 
taking as an ansatz those maps from (3.14)(*) that make sense for a p-form P and 
a g-form Q, while for p, q < 2 and m < p -f q + 2 one has to prove that several maps 
in the ansatz may be omitted and then the proof works as before. 
3.20. Our final task is to show that there are no other bilinear natural operators. 
Theorem. There is no nonzero bilinear natural operator: 
ttp(M;TM) x W(M;TM) ~+ 0 p +*+ 2 (M;TM). 
PROOF : One shows that there is no nonzero Gm equivariant map A = A30 + 
A21 + An "v A03, where 
A30 : ApRm* ® Rm ® 53Rm* ® A*Rm* ® Rm -> Ap+«+2Rm* ® Rm 
A2i : A
pRm* ® Rm ® 52Rm* ® A«Rm* ® Rm ® Rm* - • Ap+«+2Rm* ® Rm 
A12 : A
pRm* ® Rm ® Rm* ® A*Rm* ® Rm ® 52Rm* -> Ap+«+2Rm* ® Rm 
A03 : A
pRm* ® Rm ® AgRm* ® Rm ® 53Rm* -» Ap+*+2Rm* ® Rm 
are linear. 
First one shows that in this case the ansatz is: 





+ ^ ^ ^ 1 + 'PZ.rtnQfiA + fPa,knQm?A+ 
+9Pa,knQ%m6\ + hPT,kmQfl,r + iPL,knQ},r+ 
+APZkQm$,nr6t + BP&QlnA + C P^a ̂ Q} ,nA+ 
+*>IJ™mQ2,nr*J + EP^kQ%,mr6i + FP„ltkQlmr6}+ 
+GPa
n,nQlmA + BPL.kQlur + IPM.rnr-
Then one shows that equivariancy under Gmi Gm and Gm implies that all coeffi-
cients have to be zero. • 
Theorem 3.21. There is no nonzero bilinear natural operator: 
0 P (M; TM) x nq(M; TM) -4 0p+*+3(M; TM). 
PROOF : This is similar to the proof of (3.20) but much easier since in this case 
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Remark 3.22. It is shown in [Ca] that each of the bilinear natural concomitants 
of vector valued differential forms except the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket can be 
written as a linear combination of compositions of linear concomitants and insertion 
operators. There it is also shown how the results obtained here can be used to 
determine all linear and bilinear operators between ordinary differential forms which 
are natural under local diffeomorphisms and do not involve top degree forms. 
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